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Interpretation of Mirnov Measurements
in ASDEX Upgrade

M. Schittenhelm, H. tm. ASDEX Upgrade - Team

anch-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik ~ EURATOM Association, D-85?40 Garching
in;

nstabilities are connected with perturbations of the equilibrium field. The

evaluation of the perturbation field would be one of the directest methods to investigate

the mode structure. Unfortunately, in a hot fusion plasma, measurements of the pertur-

s using pick-up coils (Mirnov probes) {1] are only possible outside the plasma

resolution in the radial direction. Due to this reason, the analysis of complex

Max—Pl

bation field
without any
mode structures is difficult.

_

I“ the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak l2l: the modulation of the poloidal field due to a rotating

mode structure is measured by 3’ poloida] array 0f 30 'PiCk up coils and by 4 coils in a

toroidal plane. For a detailed analysis of the modes, the Mir-non probe measurements

are compared with simulations of the perturbation field at the probe locations. In the

simulation, the current flows along the equilibrium field lines on the resonant flux surface

and, to ensure V «j = U, the current density is proportional to the magnetic field. The

location Of the resonant surface. and the field line geometry are computed from equilibrium

analysis. The induced screening currents in vacuum vessel and in conducting structures

close in this Mirnov probes are taken into account while computing the perturbation field.

RESUME) Of this MW Mirnov Interpretation Code (MIC) are Presented in the following
section. .
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Figure 1.: Influence of the screening currents on the perturbation field. a) Sir-notation of
the perturbation fine for a typical rnzfl mode considering screening currents oniy in the
usssei. t) Simulation with additional screening-currents of in~uessei components. c), d)
Ampiitude and phase of the perturbation field paraiiei- to the ocsseiat the probe position
(2.5 cm inside the vessel) in the cases a and t.

For the discussion. of the influence of the screening currents, Fig. 1 shows the computed
perturbation flux function, which results from an rn z: 2 perturbation on the q x 2
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Figure 2: Comparison. of the calculation and the measurements of a m = 3 mode in
a limiter plasma with circular cross-section. a) Calculated perturbation flue. h} The
amplitude and the phase of the mode us. the poloidal angle of the probe position. TM-
simalated perturbation field is in good agreement with the measurements.

surface [the edge q of the plasma is egg, :2 5.0). Due to screening currents, the flux
function vanishes at the vessel wall and the contour lines nestle to the wall. The phase at
a given poloidal angle E") depends on the radial distance from the resonant surface. Points
of equal phase can he found along the lines of vanishing flue (Fig. la). Away from the
midplane, points. of equal phase have a clear divergence from a straight line. Ignoring this
’vessel eiiectl, the reduction of the wave length on the high field side due to toroidicitp,

_ shaping and f3—efl‘ects would be overestimated.
Fig. 'lc.d shows the influence of the lnuvcssel components on the perturbation fields.
The amplitude and phase are computed 2.5 cm inside the vessel {position of the Mirnov
probes) versus the poloidal angle 0. Close to the iii-vessel components, the screening
effect reduces the amplitude up to a factor of 1.0. The amplitude in the midplane shows
a small influence. The influence on the phase is only noticeable outboard in the region
of the Passive Stabilisation Loop {PSL} which is formed like a saddle coil (mini; n28
structure) to slow down the vertical plasma movement [3}. Together with their support
structurepthe conductors of the PSL result in an effective 11:8 screening loop in front of
the outboard probes at usual mode frequencies of several Idle.
The new method for the interpretation of lviirnov measUremea can be demonstrated for
a circular limiter plasma. in a fast current ramp up scenario. Due to the decreasing edge
safety factor q, a (m = 3, it : 1} limit mode can develop when the o = 3 surface leaves
the plasma. The simulation assuming a perturbation current on this surface shows a good
agreement with the measurements (Fig. '2).
0n the contrary to the circular limiter plasma discussed beforeT a. dominant (m z: 21 a = 1)
mode always occurs before disruptions in elongated divertor plasmas. in this case= the
simulated amplitude of the modulation is in disagreement with the measurements. The
measured and simulated ratio between the amplitudes ofouthoard and iuhoard midplane
pirohes differs by a factor of two. Another espei'imental fact is-that the ratio between these

1028 . 7"“



_ _ 1‘tud'35 is not constant during the growth of the modes. Especiall}r in a density limit
at“? o with high (355 = 5 at the edge, the amplitude of the perturbation field increases
first: 1:5t of 10 in a few ten milliseconds before the first miner disruption; In this short3,: a
time interva
inside and the

1 the equilibrium of the plasma does not change, but the ratio between the
l outside amplitude decreases, as shown in Fig. 3a. The variation of the

1‘20 #353? integrated signal [mT] o-value of the res. surface 2.0 0.0 4.0
a)“ of an outboard Cflil perturbation current ratio “20.05552! 1.00 0.10 0.10on

perturbation current ratio [tr—2.0015] 1.00 0.40 0.00
arse perturbation current [loll [t=0.05fis} 0.00? 0.00? 0.004
n “53, perturbation current [ltd] [t=0.00]s} 0.30 0.1-5 0.00

aera- phase

bl ,ssssr amplli‘fldfl ratio c. e
”a, ‘ inboard t outboard n D a

g o
are '

I D

it“ I , a amplitude [a.u.}
I I-

n'w ' ..........................- times i t] '35 l 15 2 25 3 3.5 4 45 E 55 E 55

”first 2.05:4 aosss ion: auras son #3537 #10315 Pfllflidfil fiflslfl 1'3 """"'

Figure 3: Before the density iimit is reached, a MED mode deneiops. a) In the high (,7
case, the amptitade increases by a factor of It] in few ten mittiseconds. t) The measured
ampiitade ofthe low fietd side increases more than two times faster compare to the high
fietd side atthoanh there is no change ”title position or the equititriam of the piasma. By
assarninp mode coupling, the simatation fits the nieasaremsnts nary ioett.

amplitude ratio indicates the development of coupled modes on neighbouring resonant
surfaces. Assuming perturbation currents on those surfaces, the perturbation field is
computed for every surface alone in the described way. To superpose the fields for the
final result, it is necessary to find the correct ratio between the perturbation currents on
the different surfaces. Using complex amplitudes for the specification of the simulated
and measured field (i. e. also allowing for a vaying phase angle), the value ot'the currents
on the dilterent surfaces can be computed by a least square fit. To get a good agreement
with the measurements in the case shown in Fig. 3c, perturbation currents are assumed
on the q = 2, q = 3 and q = 4 surfaces. The amplitudes of the assumed sheet currents .
are summarised in Fig. 3c for two time points at the begin and the end of the mode
growth. Comparing the two time points, it becomes clear that the coupled m = 3 mode
grows twice as fast as the dominant m = 2 mode. in spite of the strong contribution of
the m = 3 mode at t = 2.081s, the phase is dominated by the m. 2 2 mode. Only the
consideration of the amplitude and phase can give the contribution of coupler] modes in
the presented way. '
Fig. 4a shows the time traces of a representative, high q density limit discharge (ogszti)
[4} 150 ms before the final disruption. Approximately 10 ms before the. densityr limit, a
rotating MHD-mode occurs and grows esponentially. The rotation frequency decreases
from 2.4 kHz to 0.72 kHz at the saturation point. At first, no mode locking occurs
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Figure 4: a) Time traces ofa density limit discharge at high q. The arrows marl: the begin
of an increased transport of particles and energy on. the dinertor plate at the occurrence
of a minor disruption or the terminating major disruption. h) The reconstructed island
street-ere at t=L859s
and the islands decrease their amplitudes. At loWer amplitude1 the islands accelerate
their rotation until the perturbation increases again. The islands saturate at the same
amplitude as before. This cycle is repeated two or three times until the mode leeks. After
3|] to 50 ms the major disruption terminates the discharge.
Using the analysis presented before. the saturation amplitudes of perturbation currents
are (Ezlfififls): {3:2 : 4.3.kA; q:3 : Lilith; (gr—":4 : 3.431%. By superposing the helical equi—
librium flu}: and the computed perturbation flux, the resulting islands can be illustrated.
Although this linear treatment does not give the new consistent equilibrium with all per—
turhation currents, it allows to illustrate the island structure and to give an estimate for
the island width (Fig. 4h). This analysis confirms that the minor disruptions start when
the growing islands on the different surfaces come close together [5} ti]. Because of the
mode locking before the major disruption such an exact analysis of the measurements is
not possible for the major disruption. _
To summarise, it should be pointed out that the phase and amplitude of the perturbation
field must be considered to reconstruct complex mode structures. By a comparison of the
simulated perturbation field with the measurement, the contribution of coupled modes on
different surfaces and of the induced screening currentscan be distinguished. The induced
screening currents have a noticeable influence on the measured perturbation field.
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